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We re port on the preparation of a sta ndard re fere nce materi a l (S RM) , mad e of s ingle-crystal 
c hromium-doped corundum (synth eti c ruby), for use as a n in te ns it y s tandard in e lectron 
paramagneti c reso nan ce (EPR) ex perim ent s . The SB.M ca n be used to measure, by compari son, 
th e number of SI)ins in an unknown test sample. 

We se lecte d the above mat e ria l for the s tanda rd because its magne tic resona nce prope rti es 
are we ll unders tood and because it is phys ica ll y and chemi ca ll y stab le und er common 
laboratory condit ions. To pre pa re sa mpl es whi c h ga ve sa ti s factory EPR s igna ls, it was 
necessary to perform annea ling and chemi ca l etching afler cUlling. This removed strain s and 
surface damage. Aft er treatm ent, th e C,':3+ resonance lines were sharper and the intensiti es 
were in good agreeme nt with the theore ti ca ll y predi cted va lues. To a id in app lica ti on, th e 
theoreti ca l resona nce fi e lds a nd li ne int e ns iti es were ca lc ul ated and tabulated for arbi trary 
orientations ortlle sample, at severa l com monl y used microwave frequ encies . Th e concentrat ion 
of C,"+ in the sa mpl es was dete rmin ed by measure me nt of th e sta ti c suscepti bilit y. A 
quantitative EPR intensit y experiment , based on measuring th e microwave power absorbed 
during reso nance, gave the same conce nt ration . This proves, th at within experim enta l errol' th e 
EPR ex perime nt de tec ts a ll th e C ,~+ ions in the sa mpl e, whi c h makes the ru by a usefu l S RM. 

Key word s: Absolute measurement ; intensit y stalld ard ; para magnet ic resollance; spin concen
tra ti on; s tand a"d refe re nce mate ri a l (SRM); ruby. 

I. Introduction 

In appli cations of elec tron paramagnetic reso nance in wh ich a quantitative es tima te of th e number of spins 
is of importance there is need for standard laboratory samples. A preferred stand ard refe rence ma terial for 
purposes of comparison of intens ities should have a known number of identifi ed spins, shou ld be phys icall y 
and chemically s table, and should have a narrow line spectrum which is usable over a wide tempera ture 
range. To meet this need we have produced samples of ruby, Cr3+ in a lu minum oxide, suitable for laboratory 
use. This application has been suggested by Singer [1]. t In this paper, we report on th e research and tes ting 

performed for this application . Samples will be avai lable under th e Standard Reference Mate ri als Program of 
NBS. Instructions for use will be supplied with the sampl es . These s tandard materials will have application in 
various fields, such as biological research in which spin concentrations change with time, in chemical 
kinetics , and in semiconductor doping. Und er favorable cond itions the user may ex pect to determine spin 
concentrations with a probable error in accuracy of ± 10 percent. 

Materials commonly used as s tandards for measurement of spin concentrat ions include free radicals, such 
as diphenyl-picryl-hydrazyl (DPPH) or -y-irradiated carbon; hydrated copper sulfate; and manganese chloride. 
All of these have utilit y but Cr3+ in aluminum oxide, ruby, may for many applications offer the best 
compromise of advantages over disadvantages. 

In this paper we report on the research we performed for utilizing ruby as a standard. The spin-Hamiltonian 
parameters were remeasured and the resonance fields calculated for seven commonly used microwave 
frequencies. The relative intensities of the various absorption lines for the applied field parallel and 
perpendicular to the c axis were found to be internally consis tent within a probable error of ±5 percent. 
Absolute measurements of the number of Cr3+ spins in several ruby samples were obtained from the static 

* Work performed while on sabbatica ll ea\'<c from Wichita State Univers it y, Wichita , KS 67208. 

I Figures in bracke ts indicate the literature references at the e nd of this paper. 
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magnetic susceptibility and by an absolute electron paramagnetic resonance method ; th e two agreed to within 
± 5 percent. This las t agreement shows that within th e accuracy of the experiment all chromium in th e ruby 
spec imens is in the C?+ valence state. 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1. Spin Hamiltonian 

The energy levels of the ground state of C?+ in Al20 3 placed in an external fie ld H are known to be 

describable by the spin Hamiltonian 

'Je = gli/-LBHzS z + g il-LB(S xHx + SyHy) + D[S~ - 0/3)5(5 + 1)] (2.1) 

In this form of the spin Hamiltonian the z axis is taken along the c axis of the crys tal, and the x and y axes are 
normal to the c axis, but arbitrarily oriented. The Bohr magne ton is denoted by /-LB , the g's are the 
spectroscopic splitting fac tors and D represents the crystalline field splitting. The spin angular momentum 5 
has the value 3/2 (in units of h). The bes t numerical values of the constants a t room temperature, as 
dete rmined in this investigation are 

g il = 1. 9817 ± 0.0004 

g l. = 1.9819 ± 0.0006 

2D 

h 
- 11.493 ± 0.004 GHz 

(2.2) 

(2 .3) 

(2.4) 

where the precis ion indices given represent probable errors . This spin Hamiltonian and th e parameters were 
given by Manenkov and Prokhorov [2] , by Geusic [3], Zaripov and Shamonin [4], and Kikuchi e t a1. [5). The 

Hamiltonian is based upon the elementary expansion of the Hamiltonian in powers of the spin operators of the 
ground sta te of the Cr3+ ion subj ect to an axial crys talline environment. The most general Hamiltonian for 
spin 3/2 in the AI20 3 envi ronment (C3 symmetry) was given by Sta tz and Koster [6] from group theoretical 
reasoning. Their description allows nine independent real constants in the Hamiltonian. However, in all work 

reported , including the present paper, the form eq (2.1), with three constants, gives an adequate description 
of the experimental ErR spectra of the ground state , and it is this form we shall use. 

Numerical calculations of the spectrum of C?+ in A120 3, as predicted by the Hamiltonian of eq (2.1) have 

been performed by W. S. Chang [7] and Schulz-du Bois [8] . These calculations ve rify the correctness of the 
model, but do not supply suffi cient information for use of ruby as an intensity standard. For this reason we 
have recalculated the resonance field s and line intensit ies for severa l commonly used microwave frequencies. 

To perform the necessary calculations we have rewritten the Hamiltonian of eq (2 .1) in a laboratory system 

of reference axes, x',y' ,z' , where the z' axis is along the sta tic applied field Ho. Since the C?+ Hamiltonian 
possesses cylindrical symmetry about the c axis of the host crys tal , we are free to perform the calculations 
with the y and y ' axes coinciding. Then if the static field H 0 makes an angle () with the c axis , the laboratory 
co;)rdinates x ', y ' ,z' of a point x,y,z in the unprimed system are give n by 

x ' = x cos(} + z sin(} 

y' = y (2.5) 

z ' = -x sin(} + z cos(}. 

The spin operators 5 b Sy, Sz are transformed to Sx" Su" SZl in the same way as the coordina tes. In this 
primed system the spin Hamiltonian becomes 
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+ (1/2)D(3 cos2 8 - 1)[5~, - 5(5 + 1)/3] (2.6) 

+ (l/2)D sin2 8 [5;', - 5;,J. 

This form of the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized readily in a basis system In which 52 and 5z ' are good 
quantum numbers. The difference of energy eigenvalues for a field H 0 and orientation 8 re presents a possible 
resonance absorption energy. The eigenvectors are determined as a step following th e diagonalization and are 
needed in the calculation of the intensities. The details of the procedures for th e calculations will be given in 
section 2.3 . At this point it is suffic ient to s tate that from the Hamiltonian of eq (2 .6) we may obtain th e 
solutions of the eigenvalue equation 

(2 .7) 

where E", are the energy eigenvalues and th e vec tors 0/", are th e associated eigenvectors which represent th e 
spin states of the Cr3+ ion. 

2.2. Transition Probabilities and Line Intensities 

The paramagnetic resonance absorption is produced by appli cation of a microwave radi a tion fi eld HI coswt, 
polarized normal to th e stati c field H Q. This fi e ld induces transitions among the levels of tbe C~+ desc ribed in 
the previous section. The interaction 'le' of the Cr3+ spin with the mi crowave fi eld is of the magnetic dipol e 
form and may be writte n 

(2.8) 

We shall use eq (2.8) to calculate tbe rate of transitions and the absorption intensiti es . Since the quantities 
are seldom measured to be tter than a few percent in EPR experiments, we may in tbis part neglect the 
difference be tween gil and g 1- (-0.01 %) and work from the simpler form: 

(2.9) 

where is is t.he average value given by 

(2.10) 

and 51 is the component 5 along th e direction of H I ' The usual experimental configuration has HI parallel to 
the y ' axis. The trans ition rates induced by 'le' may be calculated from the semiclassical radiation theory. 
Expanding on the treatment of Schiff [9], we obtain, [or the time-proportional transitions between energy 
eigenstates 0/", and 0//3, 

[ ( E",-E/3 ) (E",-E/3 )] 8 - h--- - IJ + 8 h + IJ • (2.11) 

This form of W",/3 is based on the assumption that levels a and f3 are well separated so that certain oscillatory 
perturbation terms connecting the levels may be neglected. The two delta functions of eq (2.11) correspond to 
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the processes of absorption and stimulated emission. Proper use of eq (2.11) to obtain th e total transition rate 
requires summing over final states and averaging over initial states. The levels will have slight local energy 
variations, but the other factors are essentially constant. The summing and averaging process is then 
eq uivalent to broadening each delta-function into a function ga/l(v), the line shape function for the a to {3 
transition, which has a peak in the vicinity of the average transition frequency and has unit integrated area. 
The transition rate per unit time, for absorption or stimulated emission, then becomes 

(2.12) 

The total energy absorption rate in the vicinity of the a to f3 transition is 

(2.13) 

where N a and N /l are the populations of levels a and (3. The total number of CI.3+ spins is No. For the high 
temperature limit , thermal equilibrium among the four levels of the C,.3+ spins give a population difference 

(2.14) 

which is valid for the temperature and frequencies of usual EPR conditions. The resultant absorption for all 
transitions may be written compac tly as 

(2.15) 

where we have assumed that the individual absorption lines do not overlap. In the common EPR experiment 
the frequency is held fixed and the static field H 0 is swept slowly through the resonance, giving a field-sweep 
line shape f(Ho). We may convert the fi eld-sweep line shape to the frequency-sweep shape through the 
transformation 

(2.16) 

Thus, the field sweep shape function F(H 0) may be identified as 

(2.17) 

For a nan-ow line dv/dHo is constant across the line profile. In this approximation, the absolute integrated 
intensi ty of a given transition may be obtained from eq (2.15) by using the field sweep line shape and dividing 
by the weighting factor dv/dH 0 for the particular transition. 

2.3. Method of Calculation 

The determination of the energy levels of the Hamiltonian of eq (2.6) can be performed by standard methods 
utilizing commercially available digital computer services. The Hamiltonian was written in a basis system 
spanned by the eigenstates of S2 and Sz.; i.e., the states 1Lm such that 

(2.18) 

and 

(2.19) 
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Here the states Um have z'-component of angular momentum equal to m (in units of h). The matrices for the 
operators in the expression for 7Je are used in the explicit form given by Schiff, [10] in agreement with the 
Condon and Shortley [11] phase conventions . 

The eigenstates of 7Je, t/lo., whi ch represent the state of the Ci3+ spin, de noted by Gree k subscripts, are the 

solutions of the equations 

(2.20) 

corresponding to e nergy e igenvalues Eo.. For each value of fi eld H 0 and angle () be tween H 0 and th e c axis 
th ere are four e igenvalues Eo.. Resonant transi tions occur if a pair difference sati sfi es th e resonance condi tion 

hv = Eo. - E{3. (2.2 1) 

The eigenvectors t/J o. may be expanded i term s of the basic s ta tes Um (with Latin subsc ripts) in the form 

(2.22) 

The eigenvector components Ceon a re obtained by standard subroutin es whe n th e e igenvalues are found. From 
th e express ions f61' t/l o. it is then a simple matter to ca lculate the trans ition matrix element , (a~I//3 ) . [n a ll 
cases we are interes ted in trans itions induced by H I in th e x' or y' directions only. The trans ition quantity 
needed for y '-polarization, used in the mos t common ex perimenta l co nfi guration, 

(2.23) 

may be obtained from appli cati on of eq (2 .22) to yield th e express ion 

(2.24) 
11l .• n 

where the elements (m/Sy,/n) a re well know n in th e basic sys tem. 

Finally, th e weightin g fac tor dVo.{3/dHo may be obta ined in th e following way . The Feynman-Hellmann 
theorem [12, 13] gives the deriva ti ve of the expec tation value of th e energy on a paramete r of the Ham il tonian. 
Us ing thi s theorem we have, for any level a, 

dE" = (a I a7Je I a). 
dHo aHo 

(2.25) 

Now the required derivative is given by 

a7Je _ (2 . 2 ) -- - P-B gil cos () + g 1. Sin () Sz" 
aHo 

(2.26) 

The ex pectation value of this quantity can be evaluated easily wh en th e e igenvectors t/l cx and t/I{3 are computed . 
The weighting factor is the n given by 

I dVCX{31 
dHo 

(2 .27) 

The expli cit angular fac tor is almos t constant for Cr3+ in ruby, but the difference of expectation values has a 
strong angular dependence and gives rise to a s ignificant contribution to the line intensities . 

This completes the description of the mathematical methods used to obtain all the necessary results . In th e 
following section we shall describe the computational sequences used and the format of th e tabulated results. 
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2.4. Tabulation of Results 

In the di scussion that follows, the spin sta tes and transitions will be labe led in th e following systematic 
way: For an arbitrary orientation of the c axis with respect to the field , the e nergy levels are identified as a 
= 1,2 ,3,4, in sequence from the highest level downward. A pa rticular resonance transition between levels a 
and f3 is identified by the symbol (a,f3). For the special cases when the c axi s is parallel to the applied field 
H 0, the states may be labeled by the component of Sz , which can tak e on the values 3/2, 1/2, -1/2, -3/2 
(which is not necessarily in the order of the ene rgies). For this orientation only, the transitions will sometimes 
be labeled (3/2,1/2) , e tc . No ambiguity should result , as the half-integer notation is used only when the c axi s 
is parallel to H o. 

To obtain a preliminary estimate of the location of the resonances, the sp in Hamiltonian of eq (2.6) was 
diagonalized for fields H 0 from 0 Oe to 5000 Oe in steps of 100 Oe, and from 5000 Oe to 25,000 Oe in ste ps 
of 500 Oe. This was performed for angles (J = 0° to 90°, at every 10°. This process enabled us to locate 
coarsely all observable transitions at frequencies as high as 50 GHz. We then applied a computational search 
procedure which located precisely the resonance fi elds for seven commonly used microwave frequencies , 6.0, 
9.5, 14.5, 18.0, 24.0, 35.0, and 50.0 GHz. The resonance field s Ho are presented , respec tively, in table 1 
through table 7, each table giving the results for a particular frequency at the te n orientations of the crystalline 
Co axis with respect to the static fi eld Ho. Each resonance is identified by the two levels involved in the 
trans ition by the symbols (a,f3). The numberin g convention used as described in the preceding paragraph, is 
to label the levels as 1, 2, 3, 4 in sequence , from the highest energy level downwards. The results within a 
table are grouped toge the r for a given angle (J. 

The transition probabilities and integrated frequency-sweep intensities for x' and y ' polarizations are 
proportional to the quantities T x' and Ty l, which are given by 

T';/1 = I (a I sX11 f3)12 

T~fl = I (a I Sy, I f3)12. 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

These quantities are tabulated in the columns of table 1 through table 7 following the transition identification. 
The field-sweep intens ities are proportional to the T's divided by the weighting fac tors for the trans itions . We 
define dimensionless fi eld sweep quantities U~9 and U~fl by the relation , 

(2.30) 

and similarly for U~f. The quantities U~9 and U~fl are listed in the last two columns of tables 1-7. For c 
parallel H 0 each T and the corresponding U are numerically equal. Thus, the e ffect of the weighting factor at 
any angle can be seen by comparison of T and U . 

The values of the resonance field H 0 as a function of the angle (J be tween the c axis and Hoare plotted in 
figures 1 through 7. Each fi gures gives the resonance fields for a particular microwave frequency. 

2.5. Intensity of Absorption 

The power absorption of an EPR resonance line is obtained through the measurement of the quality factor, 
Q, of the cavity system with the sample. In principle, an absolute measurement could be performed with any 
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sample. Then if certain require ments a re me t, principally that of a narrow line s pectrum , it would be possible 

to obtain an absolute measurement of the number of spins . A simpler method is to compare th e resonances of 

the unknown sample with th a t of a s ta nd a rd sample having a known spin concentration , s imultaneously 
placed in the cavity. From the ratio of the integrated intensities of the two resonances it is then poss ible to 

obtain the spin concentration in th e unknown sample. In this section the question of absolute and relative 
absorption intensities will be ta ken up and the method of comparison with a standard will be di scussed. 

TABLE 1. The resonance magnetic}ield , the transition probability, T , and the integrated intensit)" V , ofCr3+ ion in ruby, for 
microwave (requency of6 000 GNz 

ANGLE (Deg) /-I (Oe) TRA NS. Tx ' T. , Vx ' V.' 
0.0 721.1 (3,4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

990.2 (2 ,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
1980.5 (1,3) .750 .750 .750 .750 
2163 .3 (1,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
3 153.5 (2,3) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6306 .6 (1,2) .750 .750 .750 .750 

10.0 732 .6 (3,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
996.5 (2,3) .035 .037 .018 .019 

2076.6 (1,2) . 162 1.630 .311 3 .1 24 
2143 .7 (1,2) .051 1.441 . 113 3. 180 
3263 .7 (2,3) .261 .249 .149 0.142 
5 737.3 (1,2) .501 .763 .608 .926 

20.0 768 .9 (3,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
1019.5 (2 ,3) .096 .123 .051 .065 
1850.0 (1,2) .458 1. 235 .417 1.124 
3454.3 (2 ,3) .539 0.478 .362 0.320 

30.0 837 .1 (3 ,4) .001 .001 .000 .000 
1072 .7 (2 ,3) .120 .224 .071 .132 
1643 .0 (1 ,2) .407 1.159 .326 .930 
3545 .3 (2,3) .659 0. 582 .505 .446 

40.0 952 .3 (3 ,4) .003 .003 .001 .001 
11 78. 1 (2,3) .085 .325 .061 .233 
1473 .0 (1,2) .364 1.124 .265 .817 
3416.0 (2,3) .615 0.628 .565 .577 

50.0 1150.4 (3 ,4) .011 .012 .006 .007 
1343.7 (1 ,2) .335 1.104 .225 .742 
1407.0 (2 ,3) .015 0.434 .017 .490 
2947.7 (2,3) .392 .638 .530 .862 

60.0 1250.4 (1,2) .317 1.092 .200 .690 
1526. 6 (3,4) .050 0.047 .040 .038 

70.0 1187. 9 (1,2) .307 1.085 .186 .656 
2366.4 (3 ,4) .290 0.174 .372 .223 

80.0 1151.6 (1,2) .302 1.082 .178 .637 
3565.6 (3,4) .935 0. 321 1.138 .391 

90.0 1139.8 (1,2) .300 1.081 0.1 75 .630 
4048.4 (3 ,4) 1.262 0.360 1.377 .393 
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TABLE 2. The resonance magnetic field , the transition proba.bility, T , and the integrated intensity, V, 0/Cr3+ ion in ruby,/or 
rnicrowave/reqnency 0/9.500 GHz 

ANGLE (Deg) H (Oe) TRA NS. Tx ' T., Vx ' V.' 

0.0 359.4 (2,3) 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 
718.7 (1,3) .750 .750 .750 .750 

1141.8 (3,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
3425.0 (1,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
3784.4 (2,3) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
7568.8 (1,2) .750 .750 .750 .750 

10.0 360.2 (2,3) .025 .026 .012 .013 
760.2 (1,3) .688 716 .737 .768 

1160.9 (3,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
3146.1 (1,3) .79.3 .738 .645 .600 
4042 .6 (2,3) .541 .526 .368 .3S8 
7154.3 (1,2) .646 .7S9 .692 .813 

20.0 
! 

363.7 (2,3) .074 .087 .038 .044 
920.3 (1,3) .526 .622 .729 .861 

1221.9 (3,4) .001 .001 .000 .000 
2730.5 (1,3) .701 .397 .S28 .299 
4351.6 (2,3) .705 .6S6 .532 .495 
S948.2 (1,2) .393 .796 .531 1.076 

30.0 373.0 (2,3) .111 .157 .OS9 0 .083 
1338.7 (3,4) .007 .007 .003 .003 
4081.2 (1,2) . ISI .927 .330 2.032 
4.532.8 (2,3) .772 .706 .622 .568 

40.0 391.4 (2,3) .116 .22S .06S . 127 
1544.9 (3,4) .028 .031 .014 .01S 
2689.1 (1,2) .201 1.233 .299 1.828 
4519.5 (2,3) .773 0 .73S .667 0 .634 

SO.O 422.7 (2,3) .093 .287 .058 .180 
1929.3 (3 ,4) .097 .103 .068 .072 
2331.2 (1,2) .300 1.213 .287 1.160 
4277.0 (2,3) .709 0.756 .673 0 .717 

60.0 475.0 (2,3) .OS3 .346 .039 .254 
2147.7 (1,2) .337 1.169 .27S .953 
2716.4 (3 ,4) .293 0.251 .321 .276 
3805.5 (2 ,3) .59S .779 .647 .847 

70.0 564.8 (2,3) .014 .409 .014 .386 
2035.9 (1,2) .355 1.142 .267 .860 
3143.7 (2,3) .4S6 0.812 .611 1.087 
3965.6 (3,4) .649 .382 .790 0.46S 

80.0 7S0.0 (2,3) .002 .504 .002 .784 
1973.4 (1,2) .363 1.129 .262 .81S 
2335.9 (2,3) .318 0.878 .640 1.769 
5006.2 (3,4) .984 .437 1.07S 0.478 

90.0 19.53.5 (1,2) .366 1. 124 0.261 .802 
S386.7 (3,4) 1.117 0.452 .1.162 .470 
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TABLE 3. The resollance magnetic field , tlze tramitioll probabilitJ' , T, and the integrated intensity, U, of Cr'+ ion in ruby, for microwave 
frequency of 14.500 GHz 

ANGLE (Deg) H (Oe) TRANS. Tx ' T. , V x ' V.' 
0.0 542 .2 (1,4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

1084.4 (2 ,4) .750 .750 .750 .750 
1742.6 (3,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
4685.9 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
5227.5 (2,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
9371. 6 (1,2) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 

10.0 540.6 (1,4) .016 .017 .008 .008 
1123.4 (2,4) .724 .736 .774 .756 
1776.0 (3,4) .003 .003 .001 .001 
4398.4 (1,3) .332 .322 .198 .193 
5482.9 (2,3) .893 .880 .801 .790 
9038.1 (1,2) .703 .757 .723 .778 

20 .0 538.7 (1,4) .050 .055 .024 .027 
1240.6 (2,4) .663 .707 .721 .769 
1891.0 (3,4) .044 .045 .017 .018 
3941.4 (l,3) .391 .333 .240 .205 
5822 .8 (2,3) .867 .833 .753 .724 
8107.4 (1,2) .583 .779 .650 .869 

30.0 539.8 (1,4) .077 .097 .038 .047 
1425.8 (2,4) .590 .672 .650 .741 
2149.6 (3,4) . 182 .195 .102 .109 
3455.9 (1,3) .342 . 198 .210 .121 
6048.8 (2,3) .870 .825 .760 .721 
6794.9 (1,2) .452 .827 .560 1.026 

40.0 548.8 (1,4) .088 .134 .043 .065 
1646.1 (2,4) .505 .621 .506 .623 
2681.2 (3,4) .340 .359 .297 .313 
2914.5 (1,3) .218 .028 .145 .018 
5457 .0 (1,2) .372 .911 .494 1.208 
6099.6 (2,3) .866 .831 .773 .742 

50.0 568.4 (1,4) .082 . 1M .041 .082 
1883. 2 (2,4) .413 .552 .368 .491 
2295 .. 3 (l,3) .090 .023 .072 .019 
3599.2 (3,4) .470 .447 .525 .499 
4466.4 (1,2) .372 1.010 .461 1.253 
5953. 1 (2,3) .844 .846 .782 .784 

60.0 601.6 (1,4) 0.064 0.189 0.033 0.097 
1716.8 (1,3) .031 . Jl3 .027 .099 
2151.2 (2,4) .326 .470 .270 .389 
3902.3 (1,2) .408 1.066 .438 1.145 
4819.5 (3,4) .626 0.490 .727 0.569 
5624.0 (2,3) .808 .873 .789 .852 

70.0 653.5 (1,4) .042 .209 .023 .114 
1298.4 (1,3) .008 . 167 .006 .138 
2460.2 (2,4) .235 .359 .185 .283 
3603.5 (1,2) .437 1.080 .420 1.038 
5173.8 (2,3) .777 0 .921 .810 0.961 
6039.1 (3,4) .805 .512 .887 .565 

80.0 730.9 (1,4) .021 .233 .012 .137 
1025.8 (1,3) .000 .179 .000 .133 
2775.0 (2,4) .110 .174 .081 .128 
3454.7 (1,2) .454 1.081 .410 .976 
4724.2 (2,3) .774 1.001 .874 1.130 
6918.9 (3,4) .953 0.524 .991 0 .545 

90.0 832.0 (1,4) .011 .439 .007 .273 
864.8 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 

2936.7 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
3409.4 (1,2) .459 1.080 .407 .956 
4507.8 (2,3) .790 1.062 .941 1.265 
7237.3 (3,4) 1.010 0.527 1.027 0.536 
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TA BLE 4. The resonance magnetic Jteld, the transition probability, T, and the integrated intensity, U, of Cr'l+ ion in ruby, for 
microwave frequency of 18.000 GHz 

ANGLE (Deg) H (Oe) TRAN S. Tx' Tu' Vx' Vu, 

0.0 1173.0 (1,4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2163.3 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
2346.1 (3,4) .750 .750 .750 .750 
5316.9 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
6489.7 (2,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

10633.8 (1,2) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 

10.0 1165.6 (1,4) .012 .013 .006 .006 
2202.9 (2,4) .054 .055 .020 .020 
2420.3 (3,4) .725 .731 .728 .734 
5110.8 (1,3) .158 .1 54 .085 .083 
6657.2 (2,3) .957 .948 .913 .904 

10329.1 (1,2) .718 .756 .731 .770 

20.0 1150.0 (1,4) .037 .041 .018 .019 
2287.9 (2,4) .240 .250 .108 .113 
2687.5 (3 ,4) .645 .662 .641 .658 
4685.9 (1,3) .257 .231 .146 .132 
6951. 7 (2,3) .921 .896 .844 .821 
9482.4 (1,2) .636 .774 .681 .828 

30.0 1139.5 (1,4) .057 .069 .027 .032 
2404.3 (2,4) .315 .342 .164 .178 
3192.2 (3,4) .582 .601 .603 .623 
4200.8 (1,3) .253 .183 .145 .105 
7172.9 (2,3) .910 .876 .825 .794 
8286.6 (1,2) .542 .809 .617 .921 

40.0 1143.0 (1,4) .065 .093 .030 .042 
2563.7 (2,4) .319 .366 . 181 .208 
3685.9 (1,3) .188 .080 .109 .046 
3973.4 (3,4) .572 .569 .629 .627 
7027.3 (1,2) .476 .864 .564 1.024 
7240.7 (2,3) .902 .873 .825 .799 

50.0 1166.0 (1,4) .061 .111 .028 .050 
2773.8 (2,4) .291 .355 .1 75 .214 
3146.1 (1,3) .101 .007 .061 .004 
5032.2 (3,4) .618 .557 .701 .632 
5981.4 (1,2) .456 .93 1 .531 1.083 
7127.9 (2,3) .888 .884 .831 .827 

60.0 1213.7 (1,4) 0.050 0.125 0.023 0.057 
2623.0 (1,3) .038 .008 .024 .005 
3035.9 (2,4) .244 .315 .153 .197 
5271.5 (1,2) .469 .985 .510 1.069 
6254.9 (3,4) .713 .556 .795 0.619 
6850.6 (2,3) .869 .908 .843 .881 

70.0 1291.2 (1,4) .034 . 136 .016 .064 
2181.2 (1,3) .009 .037 .006 .023 
3335.2 (2,4) .172 .232 .109 .147 
4851.6 (1,2) .490 1.013 .493 1.021 
6469.7 (2,3) .857 .949 .871 0.965 
7405.3 (3,4) .831 .558 .887 .595 

80.0 1404.3 (1,4) .019 .154 .009 .076 
1849.6 (1,3) .000 .050 .000 .030 
3613.3 (2,4) .070 .096 .043 .059 
4634.0 (1,2) .504 1.024 .483 .982 
6106.4 (2,3) .863 1.006 .923 1.077 
8221. 7 (3,4) .928 0.560 .952 0 .574 

90 .0 1514.5 (1,4) .013 .230 .006 .111 
1667,6 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
3739.1 (2,4) ,000 .000 .000 ,000 
4567.2 (1,2) .509 1.027 .479 .968 
5944.3 (2,3) .873 1.040 .961 1.145 
8516.0 (3,4) .966 0 .561 .976 0.567 
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TABLE 5. The resonance magnetic};el", the transition probability, T, and the integrated intensity, U, ofCr+ ion in ruby, fo r 
tnicrowavefrequency of24.000 GHz 

ANGLE (Deg) H (Oe) TRANS. Tx' T., Vx' V.' 
0. 0 2254.7 (1,4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2884.4 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
4509.4 (3,4) .750 .750 .750 .750 
6398.4 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
8653 .3 (2,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

]27%.9 (1,2) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 

10.0 2220.3 (1,4) .008 .008 .004 .004 
2963 .3 (2,4) .004 .004 .OOJ .001 
4609.4 (3,4) .742 .743 .749 .750 
6245.6 (1,3) .059 .058 .030 .030 
8759.3 (2,3) .985 .980 .967 .963 

12521.5 (1,2) .731 .754 .738 .762 

20.0 2155.9 (1,4) .023 .024 .010 .011 
3 153.7 (2,4) .033 .035 .013 .014 
4928.1 (3,4) .719 .720 .744 .745 
5871.8 (1,3) .134 .125 .071 .066 
8983.4 (2,3) .961 .946 .919 .905 

11 755.9 (1,2) .681 .768 .706 .797 

30.0 2104.7 (J ,4) .033 .039 .014 .017 
3396.1 (2,4) .089 .096 .040 .043 
5397.0 (1,3) .155 .128 .084 .069 
5502.0 (3,4) .694 .686 .738 .729 
9177. 7 (2,3) .947 .925 .893 .872 

10664.6 (1,2) .620 .793 .665 .850 

40.0 2083.2 (1,4) .037 .050 .015 .021 
3667.6 (2,4) .138 .155 .067 .075 
4883.2 (1,3) .132 .087 .071 .047 
6350.6 (3,4) .687 .652 .744 .706 
9252.0 (2 ,3) .938 .918 .884 .865 
9475.6 (1,2) .572 .829 .626 .907 

50.0 2097.3 (J ,4) .035 .058 .014 .024 
3965.2 (2,4) . 158 .184 .083 .097 
4359.0 (1,3) .086 .035 .046 .019 
7428.7 (3,4) .713 .627 .773 .680 
8407.2 (1,2) .549 .871 .598 .949 
9172.9 (2,3) .930 .924 .887 .881 

60.0 2149.6 (1,4) 0.028 0.063 0.012 0.026 
3853.9 (1,3) .043 .006 .023 .003 
4285.9 (2,4) .145 .175 .079 .096 
7590.8 (1,2) .547 .910 .579 .963 
8606.0 (3,4) .769 .612 .820 .652 
8953.1 (2,3) .923 .942 .900 .919 

70.0 2241.4 (1,4) .019 .066 .008 .027 
3407.8 (1,3) .015 .000 .008 .000 
4606.6 (2,4) .100 .124 .056 .069 
7049.8 (1,2) .555 .938 .565 .956 
8651.4 (2,3) .921 .972 .925 .976 
9676.8 (3,4) .838 .604 .870 .627 

80.0 2365.0 (1,4) .011 .072 .004 .0.30 
3060.5 (1 ,3) .002 .003 .001 .001 
4867.2 (2,4) .036 .045 .020 .025 
6749.0 (1,2) .563 .953 .557 .943 
8376.5 (2,3) .927 1.005 .959 1.040 

10425.8 (3,4) .895 0.601 .907 0.609 

90.0 2448.8 (1,4) .007 .082 .003 .033 
2900.8 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
4972.3 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
6653.3 (1,2) .566 .957 .554 .937 
8261.2 (2,3) .932 1.022 .978 1.073 

10695.3 (3,4) .917 0.600 .921 0.603 
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TABLE 6. The resonance magnetic field, the transition probability, T, and the int.egrated intensity, U, of c,.3+ ion in ruby, for 
microwave freqttenc)' of 35.000 Cf·h 

ANGLE (Deg) H (Oe) TRANS. Tx ' T., Ux ' U. , 

0.0 4206.2 (1,4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4237.5 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
8381.3 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
8475.6 (3,4) .750 .750 .750 .750 

12619.1 (2,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
16762.7 (1,2) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 

10.0 3991.8 (1 ,4) .002 .002 .001 .001 
4507.4 (2,4) .004 .004 .002 .002 
8259.8 (1,3) .019 .019 .010 .010 
8603.0 (3,4) .747 .746 .751 .749 

12684.6 (2,3) .995 .993 .989 .986 
16515.4 (1,2) .740 .753 .74.3 .757 

20.0 3820.3 (1,4) .007 .008 .003 .003 
4839. 1 (2,4) .018 .019 .008 .009 
7933 .6 (1,3) .054 .052 .028 .026 
8990 .7 (3,4) .741 .733 .753 .745 

12835.9 (2,3) .984 .977 .966 .959 
15822.8 (1,2) .713 .763 .725 .776 

30.0 3706.6 (1,4) .Oll .013 .004 .005 
5206.1 (2,4) .041 .044 .019 .020 
7479 .0 (1,3) .074 .067 .038 .034 
9644.5 (3,4) .736 .714 .759 .736 

12982.9 (2 ,3) .975 .963 .947 .936 
14819.3 (1,2) .679 .779 .700 .804 

40.0 3649.0 (1,4) .013 .017 .005 .006 
5595.2 (2,4) .064 .070 .031 .034 
6962 .2 (1,3) .072 .058 .037 .030 

10545.4 (3,4) .741 .692 .770 .720 
13049.8 (2,3) .968 .957 .938 .927 
13689.5 (1,2) .649 .802 .675 .835 

50.0 3644.7 (1 ,4) .013 .020 .005 .007 
5994.6 (2,4) .075 .085 .038 .043 
6429.7 (1,3) .055 .037 .028 .019 

11624.5 (3,4) .759 .673 .790 .700 
12613.3 (1,2) .629 .827 .655 .861 
12999.0 (2 ,3) .964 .960 .938 .934 

60.0 3690.4 (1,4) 0.010 0.021 0.004 0.008 
5919.4 (1,3) .033 .017 .017 .009 
6386.0 (2,4) .069 .080 .036 .041 

11722.2 (1,2) .621 .852 .639 .877 
12750.0 (3,4) .791 .658 .815 .678 
12840.8 (2,3) .962 .970 .947 .956 

70.0 3777.3 (1,4) .006 .020 .002 .008 
5472.2 (1,3) .014 .005 .007 .003 
6736. 1 (2,4) .045 .053 .024 .028 

1l080.1 (1,2) .621 .871 .629 .883 
12624.0 (2,3) .963 .987 .964 .987 
13744.6 (3,4) .827 .648 .842 .660 

80.0 3879.1 (1,4) .003 .019 .001 .007 
5142.6 (1 ,3) .003 .001 .002 .000 
6989.7 (2 ,4) .015 .018 .008 .009 

10700.2 (1,2) .623 .884 .622 .883 
12433.6 (2,3) .967 1.003 .981 1.018 
14429.7 (3,4) .856 0.643 .862 0.647 

90.0 3930.9 (1,4) .002 .019 .001 .007 
5012. 7 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
7084.2 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 

10575.2 (1,2) .624 .888 .620 .883 
12356.9 (2,3) .969 1.010 .990 1.032 
14673 .8 (3 ,4) .867 0.641 .869 0.642 
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TABLE 7. The resonance maglleticjield, Ihe I.ransition probability, T, and the integrated intellsity, U, of c,_3+ ion in ruby, for 
microwave frequency of 50 000 GH z 

ANGLE (Deg.) fI (Oe) TRANS. Tx ' T. , Ux ' V.' 

0.0 6009.0 (1,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
6941.9 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 

11085.4· (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
13883 .8 (3,4) .750 .750 .750 .750 
18027.3 (2,3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
22170.9 (1,2) 0.750 0.750 0. 750 0.750 

10.0 5938.0 (1,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 
7076.4 (2,4) .003 .003 .002 .002 

10977.5 (1,3) .007 .007 .004 .004 
14029.3 (3,4) .749 .747 .75] .749 
18070.3 (2,3) .998 .997 .995 .994 
21941.4 (1,2) .744 . . 752 .746 .754 

20.0 5803.7 (1,4) .00] .001 .000 .001 
7396.5 (2,4) .Oll .012 .006 .006 

10676.8 (1,3) .023 .022 .012 .011 
14462.4 (3,4) .749 .739 .755 .745 
18175.8 (2,3) .993 .989 .984 .981 
21295.4 (1,2) .729 .759 .735 .766 

30.0 5689.2 (J ,4) .003 .003 .001 .001 
7806.2 (2,4) .023 .024 .011 .012 

10237 .8 (1,3) .035 .033 .018 .017 
15168.0 (3,4) .750 .726 .761 .737 
18282.7 (2,3) .988 .982 .974 .968 
20346.7 (1,2) .708 .771 .719 .782 

40.0 5622. ] (1,4) .004 .005 .001 .002 
8257.3 (2,4) .033 .036 .016 .018 
9721.2 (1,3) .038 .033 .019 .017 

16103.5 (3,4.) .757 .712 .772 .726 
18335.0 (2,3) .984 .978 .968 .962 
19252.0 (1,2) .689 .786 .703 .801 

50.0 5608.2 (1,4) .004 .006 .001 .002 
8717.3 (2,4) .038 .042 .0]9 .02J 
9180.2 (1,3) .031 .025 .016 .013 

17182.6 (3,4) .771 .698 .786 .7)) 
18173.8 (1,2) .674 .802 .688 .818 
18301 .8 (2,3) .981 .979 .967 .965 

60.0 5643.8 (1,4) 0.003 0.006 0.001 0.002 
8663.6 (1,3) .02] .015 .0lD .008 
9 J53.3 (2,4) .034 .038 .017 .019 

17242.2 (1,2) .666 .819 .676 .830 
18 187.5 (2,3) .981 .985 .973 .977 
18274.4 (3,4) .790 .686 .802 .697 

70.0 5714.4 (1,4) .002 .006 .001 .002 
8220.7 (1,3) .010 .006 .005 .003 
9523 .4 (2,4) .021 .024 .011 .012 

16541.0 (1,2) .663 .832 .667 .838 
18031.8 (2,3) .982 .994 .982 .993 
19218.7 (3,4) .811 .678 .818 .683 

80.0 5789.3 (1,4) .001 .005 .000 .002 
7910.6 (1,3) .003 .001 .001 .001 
9777. 1 (2 ,4) .007 .008 .003 .004 

16 110.8 (1,2) .662 .841 .662 .841 
J7897.9 (2,3) .984 1.002 .991 1.009 
19861.3 (3,4) .827 0.673 .830 0.675 

90.0 5823.2 (1,4) .000 .005 .000 .002 
7796.4 (1,3) .000 .000 .000 .000 
9868.2 (2,4) .000 .000 .000 .000 

15966.8 (1,2) .662 .844 .66 1 .842 
17844.7 (2,3) .985 1.005 .995 1.015 
20088.9 (3,4) .833 0.671 .834 0.671 
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Freq uenc y = 14 .5 GHz FIGURE 3. Resonance spectrum at 14 .500 GHz. 
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The resonance absorp ti on is detected by meas uring absolutely, or more usuall y rela tive ly, th e chan ge of 

cavity Q as th e s ta ti c fi eld Ho is s lowly swe pt throu gh th e region of resonance. The quality factor Q of the 
cavity with a small sample present is given by 

1 

Q 

Average Power Dissipated 

w · Average Ene rgy Stored 
(2.31) 

(2.32) 

where P cav is the power absorption rate of the cavi ty without the sample, Pais the power absorption rate of th e 

sample as given by eq (2.15), and E t and HI are th e values of the microwave fi elds throughout the cavity. We 
have assumed that the sample is suffi cien tly small that the losses are additive and that the mi crowave field in 
th e cavity is not sign ifi can tly changed by the presence of the sample. Then, sin ce th e magneti c and electric 
s tored energies are equal we obtain 

1 

Q 

1 Pa - + - -----
Qo ~I IHtl2dv 

87T cay 
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where we identify 

1 

Qo ~ JIHl12dv 
87T 

as the reciprocal of the quality fac tor for the empty cavity. 

(2.34) 

The energy absorption rate of the sample which is de tec ted in the experiment may be expressed in terms of 
the imaginary part of the susceptibility X" by the formula [14] 

Pa = (1/2)wHIVsx", (2 .35) 

where Vs is the sample volume. We define the filling factor TJ, a dimensionless quantity by 

(2.36) 

Filling factors are tabulated for various cavity shapes and sample positions in the text of Poole [15]. Finally 
we obtain 

1 

Q 
1 " - + 47TX TJ, 

Qo 
(2.37) 

relating the Q to th e susceptibility. If H 0 is far from a resonance, the presence of the sample has little effect. 
In the vicinity of resonance, the susceptibility is measured through the variation in Q. The form of the 
susceptibility from eqs (2. 15) and (2.35) is 

(2.38) 

where the validity of eq (2.38) requires that the individually normalized line shapes ga/3(v) do not overlap. 
Application of a Kramers-Kronig relation [16] gives the real part of the static susceptibility X'(O) 

21'" "() x'(O) = - ~dv, 
7T 0 v 

(2.39) 

where X(v) = X'(v) + iX"(v). An exact evaluation of th e matrix elemen t sums is possible and the resultant 
expression is 

'(0) = No i!J.L~S(S + 1) 
X Vs 3kT 

(2.40) 

as is expected from the known paramagnetic Curie law . 
Equation (2 .38) is deceptively simple. Since the If frequency is held fixed, it is possible that certain (a,{3) 

transi tions will not be accessible at any value of field H o. Also, certain transi tions may be observed more than 
once in a sweep of the field H o. For any s ingle resonance that is observable, the form of g(v) is obtained from 
th e field-sweep shapef(H 0) divided by the weighting factor, Idv/dHI. 

2.6 Comparison With a Standard Sample 

The principal intended use of the EPR ruby standard is the production of a standard EPR signal with which 
the signals from a test sample may be compared. From comparison of line intensities one would hope to obtain 
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an estimate of the number of sp ins in th e tes t sample. This sec tion will describe procedures and use of the 
preceding analysis in seve ral cases for which the comparison is possible. 

In this publication, th e integra ted intensity of an EPR line will be defined by the process that follows. The 
resonance line is scanned by sweep ing th e magnetic field H" through the line profi le. Since field modulation 
is used, the EPR s pec tromete r records th e derivative of the field-sweep line, f'(Ho). A first integration , 
extended from beyond th e absorption region to any point in the line profile gives the value of line shape 
fun ction at that pointfiHo). A second integration over the full width of the line shape function gives the area 
under the curve off(Ho), which we call the integrated intensi ty of the line, I. This quantity is proportional to 
th e integral of the imaginary palt of the susceptibility, X". The ratio of th e integrated intensi ty of a tes t sample 
resonance to that of a standard sample resonance is ideally independent of spectrometer conditi ons. 

Let us consider the comparison of integrated intensities of two resonance lines which occur for d ifferent 
fi elds H o. The resonances could arise from different species in one sam ple, or from sp ins of d ifferent samples 
placed in th e cav ity at th e same time. One of the resonances to be considered is from a s tandard sample, th e 
ot he r from a test sample . We assume th at both samples are subjec t to identical mi crowave fi eld amplitudes. 
In the foll owing, we shall let a ze ro subscript refer to quan titi es relevan t to th e "standard" resonance. Using 
eqs (2.35) and (2.38), we obta in th e following express ion for the ratio of the int egrated fi eld-sweep intensities 

of the two reso nan ces: 

~I (a I 511.8)121 dV ,,:/dH I 

Noiij I( 15 I )12 1 
250 + 1 ao 1.80 I dV"oIl",/dHo I 

(2.41) 

where (a, .8) denotes th e trans iti on of the unknown and (ao, .80) denotes th e trans ition of th e stand ard . If th e 
s ta nd ard is CI,3+ in wby, So = 3/2 a nd th e matrix elemen t and derivative in the denominator may be obta ined 
from the tabulated values of V["'f30. Then we have 

(2.42) 

We now cons ider several prac ti cal examples in which th e integrated intensity rat ios of eq (2.42) ass um e a 
s imple r form . These a re as follows: 

(1) Test sample has 5 = 1/2; ruby standard orien ted with () = 0°, (1/2, -1/2) transi tion; x or y polarization. 
In this case the intensi ty ratio becomes 

1 1 N g 

10 2Nogo 
(2.43) 

For thi s confi guration th e rat io of the numbe r of spins is eas ily determined. Thi s is th e s implest use of the 
EPR standard . This use requires knowledge of the g- fac tor of th e paramagnetic species of the test sample, 
a nd of course, the resonan ce absorption lines must not overlap. 

(2) Test sample has 5 = 1/2; ruby standa rd ori ented at angle (}o , y' polarization, transition (ao,.8o). This is 
a case that would occur if the condition of (1) were met, but the resonance lines were found to overlap so that 
the two intensities could not be meas ured . Then the resonance of the standard could be shifted to a conveni ent 
value of field by position ing th e standard with its c axis at angle (}o with respect to the fi eld . The intens ity ra tio 

becomes 

1 N g 1 
(2.44) 

The value of Vil f30 for the appropriate frequency and orientation angle is obtained from the numerical tables . 
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3. Preparation of Samples 

Ruby, commerc iall y produced by the Czochralski process, was used as the starting material. The nominal 
doping is 0.05 percent by weight, i. e., 0.05 percen t of Al20 3 by weight is Cr203. This concentration is 
equivalent to 0.067 mol percent of Cr in A120 3. The ac tu al concentra tion in the boule is usually lower. From 
our measurement, the Cr3 + concen trat ion is abou t ten percent lower than the nominal doping. 

The color of th e boule appears to be uniform. From th e investigation of Blunt [17], there is a slight short 
range variation of concentration from point to point. However, th e EPR samples are suffic iently large, tha t the 
average concentra tion is detected in our measure ments. 

The crystalline axis, which is also the trigonal axis of the local symmetry, is also a unique axis of th e CI.3+ 
EPR spectrum. The wandering of the c axis is in the order of 0 .01° [18] which is essentially zero for the 

practi cal purposes of EPR work. 
A precision wafering machine was used to cut the boule. This machine ha d been carefully aligned before 

use . The boule was sli ced into two types of thin slices; one type with the c axis perpendicular to the sUliace 
and the other type with the c axis parallel to the sudace . The orientation was within 1°. Then the slice was 
mounted on a jig specially made for fine adjustment of small angles . The orientation was readjusted to within 
0.1°. The determination of the orientation was by x-ray Laue back scattering photographs, using a 
commercially made x-ray diffrac tometer. The collimator of the x-ray camera was 57 mm long and had a 0.25 
mm bore. The alignment of the camera had to be pe lformed carefully because of the very small bore of the 
collimator. The exposure time usually was about four hours. The spots on the film were round and well 
defined when the alignment was correct. The spots from the same zone could be connected by a straight line. 
The intersection of several straight lines was at the center of th e film if the orientation was correct. A 
deviation of 0.1 ° could be detected. The sudace of the slices was then corrected by grinding with a diamond 
embedded wheel and the thickness was adjusted as well. The slice was cut e ither into 1. 5 X 1. 5 X 0 .5 mm 
squares with the c axis perpendicular to the square sUliace, or into 0.5 X 0.5 X 4 mm bars with the c axis 
parallel to the long edge . The first batch of s tandard reference samples contains 120 sets . Each set consists of 
one square sample and one bar-like sample. 

The as-cut sUlface of ruby has a fla t white appearance. The subsulface is heavily strained. To remove part 
of the strain, the samples were annealed in an argon filled, resistan ce heated fumace. The argon atmosphere 
is a design feature of the furnace, and it was not selec ted for the purpose of a nnealing the ruby. The samples 
were washed in diluted acid and in alcohol first, to remove contamina ti on or traces of oil , then loaded into a 
tungsten Lrucible and separated into layers by tungsten sheets to avoid we tting. The annealing temperature 
was about 1800 0c. When the temperature was reached, the heating was gradually reduced and the samples 
removed . Annealing at temperatures higher than 18 00 °C may result in near melting of the samples due to 
occasional surges in the power supply or uneven thermal distribution in the oven. After an nealing, the 
samples were heated to 1000 °C in a platinum crucible in air, overnight, to restore oxygen if the re had been 
any loss during annealing in the argon a tmosphere. Then the samples were placed in platinum wire baskets 
and etched in phosphoric acid at 500 °C. The etching operation was brief. When the temperature reached 500 
°C, the sample was removed from the acid bath promptly to avoid the redeposit of dissolved ruby and then 
plunged into boiling water to remove excess acid. Removal of redeposits was difficult , and the most effective 
procedure was to etch them again . Repeated etching may deform the sample. 

The fini shed sUliace is smooth and the entire sample is transparent. Examined under a microscope, the 
surface looks smooth and glazed, and sometimes patterns like flow lines may appear on the sudace . The 
corners and edges are also rounded. Spot checks of orientation after treatment indicate th e inaccuracy is less 
than 0.5°. 

This elaborate treatment of samples is very important and essential for the SRM. The reasons will be 
discussed later. Reversing the order of annealing and etching sometimes led to cracking or contamination of 
the samples. 

4. The Spectrometer 

The spectrometer is of the conventional autodyne design as shown in the block diagram in figure 8. The x
band klystron is immersed in an oil bath for temperature stability. The K-band (24.0 GHz) klys tron, since it 
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EJ I solo tor ~ Directional Coupler 
Kly Klystron In all Both 
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~ Termination ® Clrculotor Freq. 
Slob. Frequency Sfobhzer 

~ WOlJeCJuide Sw!lch ~ Moglc Tee Freq. 
Frequency Cou nter Coo'1l. 

....L. Diode Cov. Sample Cavl ly 

F IGURE 8. Block diagram. of the EPR spectrom.eter. 

has extemal cavity tuning, is mounted on a thic k brass plate for dissipation of heat and stability of 
temperature . The microwave frequency is stabilized with a phase-locked stab ilizer. The re rerence frequency 
is deri ved rrom an oscillator controlled by quartz plates ins ide a consta nt tempera ture oven. The mi crowave 
frequency can be stabilized to one part in 107 or better. The reflec ted power rrom th e sample cavity could be 
directed by the waveguide switch e ither to the power meter or to the bridge . The rinal mixing of the signal and 
the bucking power is accompli shed a t the magic tee. Two diodes of opposite pola rities a re used for detection . 
The signal is fed to the phase sensitive lock-in detector through a split coil audio frequency transformer to 
match the impedance and to provide th e D.C. return for the diodes . The final output from the lock-in detector 
can be fed to a strip chart recorder or to a digital data acqu isition system. 

In the double diode detection system, the noise depends sharply on the autodyne phase setting which will 
a id the tuning of the bridge. The position or minimum noi se is the optimum condition for balancing the bridge 
and at most times a good EPR absorption signal is secured. It is better to keep the signal power ve ry low to 
maintain a "good" balance; hence, criti cal coupling of the sample cavity to the microwave system is essential. 

We used several variable coupling schemes to obtain "critical" coupling. 
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The first method is the cable coupling scheme [19] (fig. 9) . The fin al connection to the cavity is through 
coaxial cable terminated in a loop . The loop is placed opposite the coupling iris of the cavity. The distance 
between the loop and the iris determined the coupling. This method is especially suitable for X-band or lower 
frequencies. The coaxial cable also has a hi gher attenua tion than the waveguide so the cavity is essentially 
loosely coupled to the microwave system, and thi s is an additional advantage of thi s scheme . 

The second method is Gordon's dielectric plunger scheme [20] (fig. 10) . A segment of the waveguide 
immediately preceding the cavity is tapered to beyond cut off. A tapered dielectric plunger is inserted into the 
waveguide to bring thi s segment above cut off again . The plunger can be moved in the waveguide, and the 
distance between the plunger and the iris determines the coupling. 

1------ WAVEGUIDE II ~ COAXIAL CABLE 1----- WAVEGUI DE 

__ ---- LOOP 
1-+1f/------ DIELECTRIC PLUG 

'-il------ IRIS 

CAVITY 

'---1--- - - I R I S 

FI GURE 9. A cable-coupled sample cavity. 1----- CAVITY 

FI GU RE 10. A dielectric plunger-coupled cavity. 

The third method uses a capacitive adjustment (fig. 11). A dielec tric screw with a metal (brass or copper) 
disc tip is inserted into the waveguide immediately above the iris parallel to the wider side of the wave guide. 
The metal disc need not contact the waveguide or the iris . The relative position of the metal disc and the iris 

determines the coupling. 

By th e above schemes, together with the highly stabilized frequency, the coupling can be adjusted to the 
equivalent of 50 dB attenua tion or greater; i.e. , the reflected power from the cavity is more than 50 dB below 
th e input power. Practically, due to stray reflec tion of the components, and the characteristics of the 
mi crowave cavity, it is not possible to reduce the reflected power furth er. Usually, 30 dB attenu ation is 

conside red to be "critical" coupl ing. 
In the X-band measurements, a rectangular TE102 cavity (fig. 9) is used . The cavity is sliced into two parts 

along the surface current lines fo r easy access to the interior of th e cavity, and maximum visual observation , 
while mounting the sample. During an angular dependence study, while the magnet is rotated , the modulation 
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field may experience different e ffective thickness and area of the cavity wall. Hence, th e modulation 
amplitude at the sample will not be the same at various angular positions, and th e s ignal intensity will vary 

accordingly. This variation had been observed. 
For absolute measurements at 9.5 GHz and all measurements at 24 GHz, TEol1 cy lindrical caviti es are 

used. 
The magnetic field was provided by a twelve inch electromagnet. This magnet can be rot a ted about its 

vertical axis, i.e., the magnet ic fi eld can be directed at any direction in th e horizontal plane. The angular 

position can be measured to 0.10. The dewar flask, the wave guide, and the mi crowave cavity a re placed 

along the vert ical axis, hence the angular dependence study can be easily pelformed . 

~-----IRIS 

r"filiiTiTiTill--- - 0 I ELE C T RIC S eRE W 

METAL TIP 

FIGURE 11. A capacitive-coupled sample cavity. 

5. Results 

5_ 1. The Hamiltonian Parameters 

For (J = 00 the secular equation can be factored and the trans ition frequency ca n be expressed in analyt ical 
form: 

hv = +2D + glti-tB H 

hv = -2D + glt i-tBH 

for the (3/2, 1/2) transition. 

for the (1/2, -1/2) transition 

for the (- 1/2, -3/2) transition. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

It follows from (5.3) that if th e microwave frequency is less than the zero field splilling, - 2D /h, the 

(-1/2,-3/2) transition cannot be observed. For 6.0 GHz, the (1/2,-1/2) transition appears as the (1,3) 
transition a t 2163.3 Oe; the (3/2, 1/2) transition, as the (1,2) transition at 6306.6 Oe, and again as the (1,3) 
transition at 1980.5 Oe. For 9.5 GHz, the (1/2, -1/2) transition appears as the (1,3) transition at 3425.0 Oe; 

the (3/ 2,1/2) transition appears as the (1,2) transi tion at 7568.9 Oe, and the (1,3), at 718.8 Oe. At 14.5 
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GHz, the (3/2,1/2) transition appears as th e (1,2) trans ition ; the (1/2, - 1/2), as the (2,3); and the (-1/2, -3/ 
2), as the (2,4). For 18.0 GHz or higher frequency, th e (3/2,1/2), (1/2,-1/2), and (-1/2,-3/2) transitions 

are res pectively the (1,2), (2,3), and (3,4) trans itions. Both the mi crowave frequ ency and the magnetic field 
can be measured, so gil and 2D can be evaluated from th e experimental data. 

At 90°, the secular equation can be factored also, but the expressions for the transition frequency are 
somewhat more complicated than those at 0°. They are 

for the (1, 2) transition (5.4) 

for the (2, 3) transition (5.5) 

for the (3, 4) transition . (5.6) 

The value for g .L can be obtained by fittin g the experimental data to these equations and using th e previously 
dete rmined values of D. 

From our measurement s at 9.5 GHz and at 24 GHz we obtained, 

gil = 1. 9817 ± 0.0004 (5.7) 

g .L = 1.9819 ± 0.0006 (5.8) 

2D 
(5.9) 

h 
-11.493 ± 0.004 GHz 

where the precision indices are probable errors. These results are in reasonabl e agreement with published 

values [5, 8]. 
The e rrors arise from four independent contributions. They are as follows: (1) En'or in the measurement of 

the magneti c field from the line width of the proton resonance probe was ±0.1 Oe; (2) Magnet power supply 

stability over the time interval was good to 1 part in 105 , leading to probable error of ±0.2 Oe for the 
(1/2, -1/2) transition; (3) The orientation uncertainty of the c axis of the crystal was ±0.2° (see section 5.5). 
This led to an equival ent field uncertainty of ±0.1 Oe; (4) Because of the finit e time constant of the lock-in 
amplifier, the recorded signal lags behind the magnetic field. This leads to different values of the resonance 
line center when the line is traversed with increasing or decreasing magnetic fields. The probable error in the 

field at the line center from this cause is ±0.2 Oe at all fields for the rate of sweep we employed. The error of 

g ~ is larger, since the errors propagate when eqs (5.4) to (5.6) are used to find the value of g ~. 

5.2. Surface Effects 

It is well known that the intensities of the (3/2,1/2), (1/2, -1/2) and (-1/2, -3/2) transitions when the 

ex ternal magneti c field is parallel to the c axis should be in the ratio of 3:4:3. Experimentally, the measured 
ratios of the integrated areas of the absorption curves often occur with th e (1/2, -1/2) transition stronger than 

predicted. The reason offered is that the zero field s plitting term, D, may have slightly different values for 

individual crys talline sites, due to crystal imperfections. The (1/2, -1/2) transition will not be affected by 
D , but the other transitions for those affected s ites may have slightly different freq uencies, and hence occur at 
slightly different magne tic fields. This spreading of the D value will then broaden the (3/2 ,1/2) and (-1/ 
2, -3/2) lines, and if the s preading is excessive, part of the meas ured intensity of these lines will be lost. This 

effect is a hindrance for the use of ruby as a standard s ince we want to measure the number of spins in terms 
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of the line intensi ties. If th e line intensities are not internally consis tent with each other, th e measure ment 

will be meaningless. It is important to und ers tand the mechanism of the spread ing of D in order to minimize 

the e ffect or to specify correction s . 

The solution turned out to be rathe r s imple. The as-cut sUJ{ace is essentially amorphous , and th e subsu rface 

con tains dislocations , plas tic de formation s, twins, and is heavily s trained [21]. H ence, th e CI.3+ s ites near the 

surface may have a range of axial crystalline fields and the D value will be spread. The amorphous layer 

broadens the line so that e ven the hypel{ine line of the (1/2, - 1/2) tran sition can not be observed ord inarily. 

The elabora te procedure of an nealing and c hemical e tching as described was adopted . Afte r the trea tm ent of 

the samples, the EPR spectrum had improved characteris tics. The intens ity ratio was 3:4:3 within the 

experime ntal error. For our sampl es the line width (measu red between steepes t slopes) was typicall y a bout 14 

Oe for th e (1/2, -1/2) tran s ition, and about 16 Oe for the other trans itions. At room te mpe rature th e two oute r 

hype rfin e lines can be clearly seen for the (1/2, ~1/2) line and can be clea rl y identified for th e othe r lines as 

two extended wings. 

5.3. Orientation Uncertainty 

Even if the c ax is of th e s tarting boule c an be loca ted to within 0.1°, th e samples, afte r cuttin g and 

treatme nt, may have an angular dev iati on greater· th an 0.1°. In our case, th e max imum d eviation is 0. 5° . If 
the sampl e is mounted in a cavit y whi ch is well placed with respect to th e magnet, th e final angular 

mi sal ignme nt should be of th e ord e r of 0.5° . 
If th e c rys talline ori entation is s uch th at the c ax is li es in the hori zo nt a l plane, th en th e magne t (or the 

sample) can be rotated to line up the c ax is with the magne ti c fi eld. If th e c axis ma kes a small a ng le 0 with 

the horizontal plane, it is always poss ibl e to set th e magne ti c fi e ld a nd the c ax is in a ve rtica l plane (see fi g. 

12) . The expe rime nt a l "c-ax is data" collec ted a t thi s c- pos ition clearly will have a n a ngular e rror o. If th e 

magnet or the sa mpl e is rota ted away from thi s c- pos iti on through a n angle cp, th e ac tua l angle be twee n th e 

magn e t ic fi e ld a nd the c axis is f). From tri gonome try 

cosO = coso coscp. 

For 0 = 0. 5° and cp grea te r than 2°, f) wil l not differ more than 0.1° from cp. For 0 = 1.0°, th e sa me is true 

wh en cp ~ 5°. If cp = 90°, th e n f) = 90° exac tly. Thus, a small angular mi sali gnm e nt will not affec t th e 

measurement s s ign ifi cant Iy. 

FIG URE 12. The c axis and Ihe rolalion oIlhe magnetic jieLd Ho. 

From the angular depend e nce d iagrams, fi gure 1 through figure 7, a ll curves for the resonance field 

intersect th e 0° ax is with zero slope, i. e . , e ither at a maximum or at a minimum. For X-band frequency, the 

(1/2, - 1/2) curve is a maximum, he nce any angular misalignment will move the transition toward a lower 

fi e ld, and the g-value so ob tained will be la rger than the true value. For K-band frequency, this tran sition is 

a t a minimum, the refore the g -value will be sma ller th an the true value, if there is angular misalignme nt. 

Co mpari son of these two measure ments can be used as a test for the orientation of the c axis. 
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The zero slope at 0° causes uncertainty of the location of the c axis. We have found experimentally a t 9 .5 
GHz that there is a region of about 0.2° from the c axis in which the angular variation of the resonance field 

for the (1/2 , -1/2) transition is not detectable. The re is also a region of about 0.5°, where th e varia tion is 

a bout 0 .1 Oe whi ch is about the limit of fi eld meas urement. Although it is still possible to set th e magnetic 
fi eld at the center of this region , the uncerta inty of the location of the c axis is ±0.2°. If the magnetic fi eld is 

rotated off thi s position by 1°, the center of the (1/2, - 1/2) line will shift about 4 Oe, equivalent to g il be ing 
increased by 0. 1 percent. 

5.4. Concentration 

The concentration of the Cr3+ in the ruby.SRM was measured by static magne tic s usceptibility and a bsolute 
EPR absorption methods . The ruby samples used in these measurements are described in table 8. The 

descripti on of the two me thods follows . 
(1) Susceptibility Measurement: The deta iled theory and the experiment for this type of measurement has 

been described by Candela and Mund y [22] . A piece of ruby was placed in a magne tic field and the 

susceptibility was measured. Then the C,.3+ Zeeman levels was saturated by microwave radiation , and the 
susceptibility was measured again. The difference of the two measurements is the susceptibility due to the 
Cr+ system in the sample . From the molar susce ptibility of C,.3+ , the molar concentration of Cr3+ in the 

sample could then be obta ined. The concentration so measured was taken as the concentration of Cr3 + in the 
SRM. The value obtained was (3 .694 ± 0.011) X 10'5 Cr3+ /mg of A120 3 , where th e precision quoted is the 
standard e rror. This value is believed to be free of systematic error. The susceptibili ty data from which this 

result was obtained are shown in table 9. 
(2) Absolute EPR Measurement: The C,.3+ concentrations of the SRM samples were de te rmin ed by static 

susceptibility. Nevertheless it is important to know th at the EPR absorption experiment is sens itive to 
essentiall y all the Cr3+ ions in the sample . For this reason we have performed an absolute absorption 

experiment on several samples . From the results it was verified tha t within the limit of error, the EPR 

absorption does indeed arise from all the Cr+ ions present in the sample. 
In th e absolute EPR measurement, the energy absorbed by the spin system on resonance is measured and 

the total number of spin s partic ipating in this trans ition is calculated [23]. The energy absorption rate will 

depend on the intensity of the radi ati on fi eld to whi ch the spin system is exposed , and this radiation field is 
related to the input power, the configuration of the mi crowave cavity, and the pos ition of the sample in th e 

cavity. These complex relations can be represented by the cavity quality factorQ as defined in eq (2. 31), and 

the energy absorbed on resonance can be deduced from a measurement of the voltage refl ection coeffi cient of 
the cavity whil e the applied fi eld Ho is adjusted for " off-resonance" and "on-resonance" conditions. 

Let the voltage reflection coefficient of the cavit y off resonance be denoted by f 0 and th at on resonance by 

f res . From Feher's treatment [14] , modified to account for our use of a circulator instead of a magic tee, we 
find, for the case where the cavity is critically coupled to the microwave system, 

AQ 
Af = i.es - fo = (1 / 2) 

Qo 
(5.10) 

where AQ = Qo - Qres. Combining eq (5 .10) with (2. 37) and (2. 38), we have in the neighborhood of a s in gle 
transition say the (a , (3) trans ition , 

wh ere 

Af = No 2"rQAiff-t~v I (a I szl f3W/cxr/..Ho) 
(25 + l)kT dVcx/3 

A = 7)/Vs ' 
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TABLE 8. Description of samples used in susceptibility, absolute EPR , and integrated intensity measurements 

Sample Number Doping Rate (wI. %) Shape Remarks 

1 0.05% round cyli nder m = 290.371 mg, s ize about 3 X 10 mm , from the same boule of 
material as SRM's. 

2 .05% round cylinder m = 409.277 mg, from the same boule of material as SRM's. 

3 . 05% round cyli nder m = 290.35 mg, from the same boule of materi al as SRM's. 

4 . 05% cube size 3 X 3 X 3 mm from the same boule of material as SRM's . 

5 0 .007% thin plate 

6 0 . 14% thin plate 

7 .05% bar s ize 0.5 X 0.5 X 4 mm , SRM control sample . 

8 . 05% square 1. 5 X 1.5 X 0 .5 mill, SRM contro l samples . 

9 .05% thin plate from the same boule of material as SRM 's . 

TABLE 9. The static SlIsceptibility measurement on sample 1, at 14.5 Gl1z. 

NI"j,iS(S + t) . 
Based on XIII = 3 k (1' + 8) ,w here 0 = 0.2 K for ruby. and Xrn(7 + 0) = 1.84 17 for olle g-mo! (52.00 g) of Cr. 

T(k) Xm(T + 0) X 10"' Concentration 

4.20 0. 592 3 .725 X 10'5 C,.3+/mg of AI,O" 

3 .13 .587 3.683 

2.75 .592 3.725 

2 .44 .583 3.668 

2.11 .590 3.701 

2.04 .584 3.664 
Avg. 3 .694 X 10'5 

-J 2.: (x ; - x)' 
Standard deviati on Sx = _'_' ____ = 0.028 

n - 1 

Sta ndard error Sx = 
Sx .;n = 0.011. 

We applied this analysis to the (1/2, - 1/2) transition of Cl.3+ in ruby a t a mi crowave frequency of 9 .5 GHz 
and orientation 8 = 00

• The weighting factor for this case is 

dV1l2 , - 1/2 

dHo 
(5.13) 

and the matrix eleme nt has th e value unity. Hence, the number of C?+ can be obtained from eq . (5.11) in the 
form 

(5.14) 

wh ere for thi s appli cation, th e difference between gil and g 1. is neglected, In (5.14), besides ph ys ical 
constan ts, T and v can be measured during experiment. We have A, /1/2,-1/2(Ho), Qo and Llr to be 
determin ed. 
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The filling factor of a small sample placed at the center of a cylindrical cavity of radius a and height d is 
[15] 

12.33 Vs 

Y! = 1 + (0.82 a/ d)2 Vc 
(S.15) 

hence, 

12.33 1 
A = -------c~ 

1 + (0.82 a/ d)2 Vc 
(S.16) 

In our case, the X-band cavity is 4.148 em in diameter, and 4.161 em high, hence, 

A = 0.1879. (S.17) 

We apply eq (S.14) at the absorption peak, hence!l/2, _1/2(H 0) becomes F o(H 0) which is the peak height of 
the line shape function when the area under the line shape function is normalized to unity. The peak height 

therefore, should be independent of the particular cavity and individual samples as long as they have the 
same Cr3+ concentration. The (1/2, -1/2) transition was observed several times at room temperature with 

different samples and different cavities. Areas were found by graphical integration and also by computer 
analysis. The final result is 

!o (Ho) = O.OSOS. (5.18) 

Before we could attempt to measure Qo and Llf the microwave system had to be calibrated. The microwave 

frequency was set at the center frequency of the sample cavity. Referring to the block diagram of figure 8, let 
the location of the cavity be called position A and the location of the power meter #2 be called position B. 
First, the cavity and the iris were removed and the thermistor of power meter # 2 was connected to the 

waveguide at position A. We could then measure the microwave power that was normally incident on the 

cavity. This power was measured against various settings of the attenuator (while power meter #1 was kept at 
a definite level, in our case 0.1 m W). Then the waveguide at position A was shorted with a piece of copper 
plate, so the power incident on it would be reflected totally. The power meter #2 was connected at its normal 

position B. Since there were insertion losses in the waveguide, the circulator, and the waveguide switch, the 

reading of power meter #2 at B was not the same as it was at A. However , the reading at B gave the actual 
real reflected power at A. 

The cavity Q was measured in the following manner. The cavity was first adjusted to cri tical coupling, and 

power meter #2 read the reflected power which was usually very small, but not exactly equal to zero. Then 
the frequency was varied by fine tuning of the frequency s tabilizer, and the reflection was measured. The 

response curve was plotted and the 3 dB (half power) width, Llv, was measured. Then Q was calculated by 

(5.19) 

The Q measured in thi s way is the loaded Q, and is related to Qo by 

1 1 1 - = - + . 
QL Qo Qext 

(5.20) 

At cri ti cal coupling Qu = Qext. Hence, under this condition 

(5.21) 

For an X-band cylindrical cavity of TEull mode, at room temperature, the QL is typically about 12,000, the 
half width is typically about 0.8 MHz. 
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The Ar measurement was pe rform ed as follow s. The magneti c field modulation was turned off. The field 

sweep was driven slowly from th e orf resonance condition toward resonance. The power input and power 
reflected were noted. As the magneti c fi eld moved into th e resonance line, the reflected power s tarted to 
chan ge. If the reso nance lin e were traversed and th e power mete r readings were plotted against the 
correspond ing magneti c fi eld, th e plot would display th e line shape fun ction J(Ho). The maximum power 
reflected is the on-resonance re flecti on at th e peak of the EPR absorption. The power reflection ratios were 
evaluated; th e square root of th e power re fl ec tion ratio is the voltage reflec tion rat io. The difference of voltage 
reflecti on ratios is the Ar to be measured. Ar was measured repeatedly with diffe rent input power and 
different sweep speed. Several samples were measured. The samples were cut from th e same material as th e 
SRM's, but were of larger size to produce measurable reflection at resonance. Typically, at an input power 
level of 1 mw, the reflection off resonance is essen tially zero, tha t on resonance is about 1 p.W for a 1018 spin 

sam ple. The value of concentration obtained from these measurements are li sted in table 10. The variabilit y 
be tween the three averages is cha racterized by a coefficient of varia tion of 5 percen t. To within thi s 
uncertainty, the values a re in good agreement with tha t obtained by susceptibilit y measurements. This me thod 
gives th e tot al concentrat ion of Cr3+ includin g th e iso top ic frac tion possessing nuclea r momen ts. This is trw' 
because th e normalized line shape fun c tion used includes th e contributions of th e unresolved hyperfin e 
components. 

TABLE 10. Swnmary oJ the absoLute EPR absorption measurements 
Both the average concentra tion lind th e Siandurd deviation nre in units of lOa CrH ions/mg of AI20 3 

Sample Number No. of Obse rva lions Average Co ncentrat ion Siandard Devialion 

1 11 3.79 0.49 

2 16 3.92 .41 

3 7 3.55 .44 

Mean of averages = 3.75 X 1015 Cr 3+ Img of A120 3 • 

Concenlralion measured by slalis susceplibilily = 3.69 ± 0.01 X 1015Cr3+/mg of AI,03' 

5.5. Integrated Intensities 

The integrated intens it y has been defined (see sec . 2.6) as th e area und er the resonance absorpti on curve. 
To obtain th e integrated intens ity ex perimenta ll y, it is necessa ry to es tablish a base line for the a bso rption 
curve. The integrated intens ity of the different tra ns itions s hould be proportional to th e corresponding V
fac tors I isted ill tables 1-7. 

The modulation technique generall y used for th e detection of th e EPR signal yields th e first derivative of 
th e absorption curve. The first derivative can be integra ted once to restore the absorption curve; th e a rea can 
th en be obtained by a second integrati on. Ideally, the firs t derivative should be zero wh en the magne tic field 
is set beyond the resonance line . For a narrow line, the zero background level usually can be de termined 

easily. Even if there is uncertaint y about where th e zero level is, th e error introduced is usuall y small. For a 
broad line, there is always doubt as to where the zero level really begins . The error thus introduced will be 
sizable, since the contribu tion from the wings after integration is appreciable. After the first integration, if the 
restored absorption curve is plotted against the magnetic field, the base line is usually not horizontal. This is 
the so-called base line drift. During the second integration , correction is necessary to compensate for this 
drift. 

We measured the integrated intensi ty at 9.5 GHz at y'-polarization. At 8=0° and 8=90°, the EPR lines 
are reasonably narrow and easily measured. The integrated intensities were normalized with respect to the 
measured area of the (1/2, -1/2) transition. The normalized intensities are shown in table 11. The deviation 
from the theoretical values, which are listed in the table, varied up to 6 percent. For the intermediate 
orientations, at steps of ten degrees, all the transitions with V y' greater than 0.250 were measured. Except for 
three "bad" lines, the agreement between the measured integrated intensi ty and the calculated V-factors was 
± 10 pe rcent. The three bad lines have large V-factors, but they are very broad. Hence, the experimentally 
measured integrated intensities have much larger e rrors. Sometimes the discrepancy between the measured 
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integrated intensity and the V-factor was as great as ±50 percent. These lines are the (1,2) transition at 30°, 
and again at 40°, and the (2,3) transition at 70° at 3143.7 Oe. 

Angle () 

Theoretical 
Intensity, V. ' 

Sample #1 

Sample #4 

Sample #4a 

Sample #5 

Sample #6 

TABLE 11. Tabulation of measured intensities at 0° and 90° 
Data are normalized to the value of the (112. - 112) transition at 00 . 

o~ 

el., 1/.) (_1/. , _ 31.) 

0 .750 0.750 

.785 

.735 

.758 .750 

.743 .713 

.779 

.761 

. 777 

90° 

(1,2) (3,4) 

0.802 0.470 

.848 .498 

.840 .495 

a This set of measurements were pe!fonned by us on an EPR spectrometer at the NatIonal InstIlutes of Health. All other measurements 
in this table were performed at NBS. 

TABLE 12. Tabulation of measured intensities{or values of () from 0° to 90°. 
Intensities are normali zed to the measured area of the (1/ 2• _ 1/2) tran sition. The theoretica l values VII' are li sted for the various transitions. When a particular transi tion is observed 

at two field values. the resQ.nance is id entifi ed as high (hi) or low (Io) field The asterisk identifies broad resonance lines for which a precise intens ity measurement is difficult 

, () Transitions V.' Sample #7 Sample #8 Sample #4 Sample #9 Sample #9t 
0° (1.3) Lo 0.750 0.698 0.710 0.720 

(1.3) Hi 1.000 
(1.2) 0.750 .708 .680 .728 0.725 

10° (1.3) Lo .768 .695 .708 .988 
(1.3) Hi .600 .680 .665 .638 .558 
(2.3) .358 .320 .313 .368 .325 
(1.2) 813 .753 .743 .845 .720 

20° (1.3) Lo .861 .835 .803 .903 
(1.3) Hi .299 .345 .315 .273 .325 
(2.3) .495 .473 .485 .485 .493 
(1.2) 1.076 1.045 1.033 1.250 1.210 

30° *(1.2) 2.032 1.650 1.053 1.833 2.295 
(2.3) Hi 0.568 0.545 0.543 .588 0.575 

40° *(1.2) 1.828 2.258 1.925 1.535 1.720 
(2.3) Hi 0.634 0.610 0.598 .653 0.595 

50° (1.2) 1.160 1.088 1.100 1.295 1.270 0.980 
(2.3) Hi 0.717 0.668 0.665 .758 0.735 .645 

60° (2.3) Lo .254 .258 .258 .273 
(1.2) .953 .923 .908 1.023 .988 .768 
(3.4) .276 .265 .255 .265 .263 .208 
(2.3) Hi .847 .825 .760 .855 .765 .708 

70° (2.3) Lo .386 .363 .363 .408 
(1. 2) .860 .828 .815 1.258 .740 

* (2.3) Hi 1.087 .960 1. 540 1.078 .863 
(3 .4) 0.465 .383 0.338 .448 .320 

80° (2.3) Lo .784 .820 .830 .738 
(1.2) .815 .773 .775 .870 .825 
(2.3) Hi 1.769 1.330 1.718 1.765 1.705 
(3.4) 0.478 .390 0.438 .500 0.393 

90° (1.2) .802 .795 .750 .870 
(3.4) .470 .460 .440 .528 .453 

Note: Measurements on sample #7 , 8, and 4 were pe!formed by us on an EPR spec trometer at the NatIOnal InstItutes of Health. 
Measurements on sample #9 were pe!formed at NBS. 

t These measurements are normalized to the meas ured areas of (1.2) transition at 90°. 
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The results of five sets of measurements on four samples for angles varying from 0° to 90° in steps of 10° are 
listed in table 12. As before, the integrated areas are normalized relative to the (1/2 , - 1/2) transition at 0°, 
except the second measure ment for sample #9, which was normalized relative to (1,2) transition at 90°. The 
theoretical values of U 11 are listed for comparison. If we omit the broad lines, of 106 relative intensity 
measurements, 82 differ from the theoretical values by less than 10 percent, 18 diffe r by an amount between 
10 percent and 20 percent , and 6 differ by more than 20 percent. 
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surface damage problems and treatme nt , to Dr. Richard A. Forman for numerous suggestions and lit e rature 
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samples with hi s EPR equipment. Lastly, the authors are gra teful for helpful advice on statistica l analysis 
from Dr. John Handel and Dr. Robert C. Paule. 

6. Appendix 

A shol1 ex planation of the units used in this publication follows. The energy of an a tomic magnetic moment 
in an applied magne tic fi eld is dete rmined by the magneti c fi eld strength H. The most commonly used unit of 
H in the prac tice of magnetic resonance is the c.g.s. elec tromagne ti c unit , the oersted, abbrev iated Oe . 
Accordingly we use the oersted in thi s report. The magne ti c induction B is measured in the c.g.s. 
electromagnetic sys tem in gauss, abbreviated G. For thi s syste m of units, in vacuum B has a numeri cal va lue 
equal to the value of the fi eld stre ngth H, and the two are so metimes referred to inte rchangeab ly. The SI 
(Syste me Inte rnational) unit of H is the am pe re/meter (A/ m) and that of B is th e tesla (T). The quantities of H 
and B may be converted from e.g.s . electromagnetic units to Slunits by the formul as : 

H(A/m) = H(Oe) X 103/47T 

8 ( T) = B( G) X 10- 4 . 
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